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FLEXCUT

A
KN12

KN13

KN15

KN18

Flexcut high-carbon spring steel
knives with comfortable handle
allows for long periods of carving
without hand fatigue
KN12 - Cutting knife
#10360......................$21.50
KN13 - Detail knife
#10361......................$22.50
KN15 - Chip knife
#10363......................$22.50
KN18 - Pelican knife
#10367......................$25.50
KN19 - Mini-pelican knife
#10368......................$26.50

B A. 5” Draw knife w/sheath
#10365.....................$49.50
B. 1” Mini-Draw knife
#10366.....................$31.50

KN19

KN28 - Upsweep Knife $25.50
KN28

KN31 - Mini-Detail Skew
Knife
$28.50

KN31

KN32 - Detail Skew Knife
$28.50

KN32

KN33 - Hooked Push Knife
$28.50

KN33

Flexcut Deep U-Gouge Micro
Tool Set contains 1.5 mm,
2mm, 3mm and 4 mm gouges
#MT500........................$74.95

Carvin’ Jack - a complete carving
kit in your pocket! Includes SlipStrop, gold compound, sheath and
instructions for maintaining the
edge. It is a combination of detail
knife, straight gouge, hook knife,
V-scorp, gouge scorp and chisel
#10330...............................$156.50
Left-handed knife also available
for same price.

Right-handed Hook
Knife - KN26R
#10324...................$30.50
Also available in Lefthanded Hook Knife
KN26L #10319.....$30.50

Set of four knives includes
cutting knife, detail
knife, pelican knife and
mini-pelican knife in tool
roll
#10354...................$88.50

Profile Scrapers can be used to
remove rough areas on your
carving, remove unwanted
finishes and other uses
#10379..............................$52.50

FLEXCUT (CONTINUED)
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Palm gouges that fit comfortably in the palm of your hand, of fine flexible steel, presharpened and in their own wood boxes.
For hand usage only. The palm gouges measure approximately 5” long.

FR310
FR604
Beginners palm set includes 3/8” #3,
5/16” #6, 1/4” V, 5/16” skew, and 1/8”
#11
#10300................$82.50

Mini-Palm set includes 1/8” #3, 1/8” #5, 1/16”
#11, and 1/8” V
#10311...............$70.50

FR804

Micro-palm set includes 1mm #9, 1.5mm
#9, 2.5mm #5, and 1mm V #10312.............................................$74.50

21 pc. Deluxe Starter Set (SK108) includes
carving knife, sharpening
SlipStrop, compound, manual, 90
minute carving DVD, quick
connect handle, and quick connect ABS
handle plus 16 gouge shapes - a complete kit
in a wooden box
#10298..............................................$213.50

MC100
10 pc. Deluxe mallet set includes 1/2” #3,
1” #3, 1-3/16” #5, 11/16” #7, 1/2” #9, 1/8”
#11, 1/4” #11, 3/4” #10, 3/16” 45 deg.
parting tool, and 1/2” 60 deg. parting tool
#10317.........................................$299.95

9 pc. Deluxe Palm Set includes 1/8” #11, 5/16” #6,
9/16” #5, 5/8” #3, 3/8” #8, 1/4” 70 deg., 3/8” 70 deg.,
3/8” #3 and 5/16” #2
#10304................................................$154.50
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FLEXCUT (CONTINUED)

RG100

14 pc. power gouge set includes 1” #3, 7/8”
#5, 11/16” 90 deg. parting tool, 3/4” #3,
5/8” #5, 1/2” #8, 5/8” #3, 9/16” #5, 3/8” #8,
3/8” 70 deg. parting tool, 3/8” #3, 5/16” #5,
1/4” 70 deg. parting tool, and 1/8” #11. Fit
RG102 handle and Foredom #50 handpiece.
#10320.............................................$154.50

SlipStrop to keep those razor
sharp edges
#10322....................$16.50

11 pc. Craft Kit includes handle
and 10 inter-changeable blades in
tool roll. Kit includes
sharpening manual, preprinted
carving blank and instructions
#10388................................$106.50
5 pc. Craft Kit same as 11 pc. except with 4 interchangeable blades
#10389..................................$53.50

Gold Compound for use
on the SlipStrop or any
other strop
#10299....................$9.50

Wide palm set of 4 roughing gouges (RG404
includes 5/8” #3, 9/16” #5, 3/8” #8, and 3/8” V
#10335....................................................$43.50
Lower center - RG102 adapter handle for single
blades; also usable with RG100 14 pc. power gouge
set
#10321.........................................................$23.50

RG404

RG102

Quick Connect Palm
Handle fits any
unhandled palm tool
#10384...................$16.50
Quick Connect ABS
Handle fits any unhandled
palm tool
#10382..................$16.50
Quick Connect Power
Handle - 4-1/2” long and
allows for greater power
with larger tools. Fits any
unhandled palm tool
#10287....................$16.50

21-pocket tool roll conveniently
organizes and protects your carving tools
#10323..............................................$39.95

Chip Carving Set
includes chip carving
knife, mini-chip carver
and skew knife
#KN115............$60.50

Beginner Palm &
Knife Set includes
cutting knife, detail
knife and two palm
tools
#KN600.......$73.50

Whittler’s Kit
detail knife and
mini-detail knife
#10381.........$48.50
Detail Knife Set
mini-chip knife,
mini-pelican knife
and mini-detail knife
#10381-A.....$71.50

